
JAP JAP COLLECTION 
CATALOGUE 



JAP JAP COLLECTION  
Automatic Watch 

LIMITED EDITION 

The new Jap Jap series is based on 

candy, and the high-profile colors 

attract people who want to eat it. The 

dial of the JapJap series is set with 

Mr. Jap Jap and Miss Jap Jap special 

designed by Nsquare designer. The multi-

layered three-dimensional design and 

the 46mm large-size stainless steel 

case full of candy flavor pushes the 

already unique Jap Jap to the extreme. 

The strap is in the meticulously designed 

Jap Jap embossed leather and the Jap 

Jap equipped with the Miyota automatic 

movement swears to inject the wind into 

your blood! Let you high-profile and 

many others are watching your unique 

and outstanding taste.
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Just in 2020, Nsquare launched its first 
series of the year: Bull Skull series. The cow 
symbolizes "wealth", "strength", "toughness" 
and "loyalty", and in the Greek horoscope 
mythology it also symbolizes "love" and 
"sacrifice dedication". In this new Bull Skull 
series, Nsquare fuses dark and secret 
elements on the watch. The bull skull on the 
dial appears dark and shaped. The watch 
appears like a secret villain in the movie. 
After the skull is embossed, the tattoo 
geometric pattern filled with exotic elements 
is completely injected to show the dark and 
subtle charm. "Power" and "toughness" are 
perfectly reflected in the image under the 
46mm large stainless steel case. The two-
layer design bezel. The round and octagonal 
bezel are polished and sandblasted to make 
the watch more hierarchical & strong. The 
watch is also equipped with the Japanese 
Seiko NH35 automatic winding movement, 
with a 41-hour power reserve, well-designed. 
It is a work that you love to dress and must 
not miss.
 

N42.1 VIOLENT GOLD / BLACK

Calibre Miyota 8217. Automatic 
movement.
Hour, minute, second and 24 hours. 
Date calendar. 
Specially hardened mineral glass 
with anti-reflective coating. 
100 metres.
46 mm in diameter. Black PVD 
coated Stainless steel 316L. Rose 
gold PVD coated Stainless steel 
316L bezel. Back with opening in 
Specially hardened mineral glass, 
centred on the balance.
Black.Alppl ique the f ine rel ief 
and 3D printing technology make 
Mr JapJap. Arabic numbers time 
mark f i l led luminous.Skeleton 
metal hour and minute hands. 
Bi-material : Hot pink with Green 
leather and Black rubber.
Pin. Steel.

Movement: 

Functions: 

Crystal:  

Water resistance: 
Case: 

Dial: 
 

Strap: 

Buckle:
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N42.2 VIOLENT GREEN

Calibre Miyota 8217. Automatic 
movement.
Hour, minute, second and 24 hours. 
Date calendar. 
Specially hardened mineral glass 
with anti-reflective coating. 
100 metres.
46 mm in diameter. Black PVD 
coated Sta in less  s tee l  316L. 
Black PVD coated Stainless steel 
316L bezel. Back with opening in 
Specially hardened mineral glass, 
centred on the balance.
Violent Green. Alpplique the fine 
relief and 3D printing technology 
make Mr JapJap. Arabic numbers 
time mark filled luminous.Skeleton 
metal hour and minute hands.
Bi-material : Black leather and 
Black rubber.
Pin. Steel.

Movement: 

Functions: 

Crystal:  

Water resistance: 
Case: 

Dial: 
 

Strap: 

Buckle:
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N42.3 BLIZZARD WHITE / BLACK

Calibre Miyota 8217. Automatic 
movement.
Hour, minute, second and 24 hours. 
Date calendar. 
Specially hardened mineral glass 
with anti-reflective coating. 
100 metres.
46 mm in diameter. Black PVD 
coated Sta in less  s tee l  316L. 
Black PVD coated Stainless steel 
316L bezel. Back with opening in 
Specially hardened mineral glass, 
centred on the balance.
Black. Alpplique the fine relief and 
3D printing technology make Miss 
JapJap. Arabic numbers time mark 
filled luminous.Skeleton metal hour 
and minute hands.
Bi-material : Blizzard leather and 
Blizzard rubber.
Pin. Steel.

Movement: 

Functions: 

Crystal:  

Water resistance: 
Case: 

Dial: 
 

Strap: 

Buckle:
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N42.4 SUPER VIOLET PURPLE

Calibre Miyota 8217. Automatic 
movement.
Hour, minute, second and 24 hours. 
Date calendar. 
Specially hardened mineral glass 
with anti-reflective coating. 
100 metres.
46 mm in diameter. Black PVD 
coated Sta in less  s tee l  316L. 
Black PVD coated Stainless steel 
316L bezel. Back with opening in 
Specially hardened mineral glass, 
centred on the balance.
Super Violet Purple. Alpplique 
the f ine rel ief and 3D print ing 
technology make Miss JapJap. 
Arabic numbers time mark filled 
luminous.Skeleton metal hour and 
minute hands.
Bi-material : Hot Pink with Mint 
green leather and Mint  green 
rubber.
Pin. Steel.

Movement: 

Functions: 

Crystal:  

Water resistance: 
Case: 

Dial: 
 

Strap: 

Buckle:
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The essence of Hong Kong-based timepiece brand, NSQUARE, is about bold creativity and 
fashionable style. Since its debut in 2016, NSQUARE has transformed the mainstream traditional 
timepiece by injecting its uncompromising style into wrist watches, in a manner that is 
extraordinary and trend-setting. Founded in Hong Kong and originally exquisitely created as a 
Hong Kong brand, NSQUARE features an iconic oversized watch face with a curvature that fits 
snugly onto the Asian wrist for a smooth, comfortable feel. NSQUARE is committed to its brand 
promise to deliver reliable quality from its exquisite dial to polished casing, and fine leather strap.

Nsquarehk

Nsquarehk

www.nsquarewatch.com



www.nsquarewatch.com


